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the mind that is our cognitive processes work how the mind embeds and drives the trajectory of our lives and the 
inherent power that we each possess to restructure our paradigms in the fashion of our choosing in order to remake our 
lives in accordance with the life that we want to live An amazing book 21 of The Hidden Power assembles Thomas 
Troward s essays on New Thought and other areas of mental science Included in this volume are The Hidden Power 
The Perversion of Truth The I Am Affirmative Power Submission Completeness The Principle of Guidance Desire as 
the Motive Power Touching Lightly Present Truth Yourself Religious Opinions A Lesson from Browning The Spirit 
of Opulence Beauty Separation and Unity Externalisation About the Author Thomas Troward 1847 ndash 1916 was a 
highly influencing New Thought Religious Science and Mental Science author He was born in Punjab which is now 
Pakistan India in 1847 He was born to British parents Albany and Frederica Troward Trowa 
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